
                                          Definitions 

Naad:  Music is related to sound and sound is of two types. first type is useful 

for music while second type is not useful for music. the sound which can be 

used for music is called Naad. and sound which can not be used for music is 

called noise. In other words, we can say that a sound with constant vibration is 

called swar and this sound is useful for music and this sound is melodious to 

ears and give joy to our soul. This sound in Hindustani classical music is called 

Naad. Naad has the following characteristics:  

1.Loudness or Magnitude. 

2.Pitch. 

3.Timbre. 

 

 Shruti- As we know melodious sound with a constant vibration is called naad. 

In one octave (saptak) from SA to NI there can be unlimited naads. however 

according to experts only 22 naad can only be recognized. these 22 naad are 

called shruti. 

So naad which we can distinctly hear, understand, make distinction between 

two, are called shruti. In our ancient books it has been stated that shruti, is 

considered the smallest interval of pitch that human ear can detect.  

 

Swar (Notes)- Out of 22 shrutis, main 12 shrutis are called Swar. These are 

spread over in an octave (saptak). These swars are Shadaj, Rishabh, Gandhar, 

Madhyam, Pancham, Dhaiwat, and Nishad, 

For convenience they are called – S, R, G, M, P, D, A N. 

  

Kinds of Swar- They are mainly of two kinds. 

1. Natural (Shuddha) 

2. Modified (Vikrit)  

Natural ( Shuddha Swar) -Out of 12 Swars only 7 main Swars are called 

shuddha swar. Another word when swars remain in their own position they are 



called Naturai (shuddha). Experts have fixed their number as seven only. In 

brief they are S, R, G, M, P, D and N. 

Modified (Vikrit) Swar- There are 5 Swars which are of double character 

that is shuddha as well as vikrit. The swar which slightly moves down are up 

from their own position they are called vikrit swar. 

Modified (vikrit) Swars All of two types:  

1. Flat     ( Komal Vikrit)- R,  G,  D,  N. 

2. Sharp (Teevra Vikrit)- M 

Flat Swar – If any swar comes down from its fix position it is called flat swar. 

Sharp Swar- Whenever any swar goes up from its original position it is 

called sharp swar.  

From the different view point swars have also been divided in the following 

manner. 

1. Vibrable Note (chal sawar)-Swars which are natural as well as modified 

are called chal swar. For example, R G M D N are chal swar. 

2. Fixed Note (achal sawr)- The Swars which always remain in natural 

position and they are never modified are called Achal Swar.  

For example - S and P are achal sawrs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


